Middle School Boundary Review Committee Meeting
Minutes June 13, 2018
Start: 6:00 PM
Facilitators: Kent Martin, Tyler Vick, Alex Brasch, Jenny Axelrod
Attending Committee Members:

Jennifer Gray

Jen Hurst

Melissa Shriver

Vern Digiovanni

Joe Phipps

Betsy Casteel

Laura Lindley

Monty Lewis

Nate Bartlett

Marcus Bresko
Rachelle Lathan

Josh Wolcott

Ty Larson

Kevin Lind

Mark Holthaus

Brandon Deyarmin

Review of Meeting Minutes

Tyler welcomed the committee and asked committee members to review the minutes from the May 23rd committee meeting.
Minutes were approved.

Update on Liberty Lake land quality analysis
Alex relayed information he received from Liberty Lake city planners with regard to some updated land use data in the river
district east of the Selkirk MS site and in the Legacy Ridge area. According to the city planners the data they presented to
Alex in April overestimated the number of homes in these two areas by around 25%. Over the summer, the city will do
another study and complete updated estimations of future development in these areas will be presented to the committee.

Review and discuss open house (community forum) comments
Three workgroups reviewed the 70+ comments from the community forum and summarized the input as follows into
favorable feedback for this proposal and process, and feedback that the committee could take action upon:
Favorable
 Appreciated the clarity of maps/explanations
 Ability to provide feedback and have a voice in the process
 Accepting of people’s opinions
 Transparency of the process
 Broad representation on the committee
 Consideration of socio-economic equity
Actionable
 Liberty Lake being divided between two middle schools
 Timing of posting materials (Proposal #1 wasn’t posted until the day of the forum)
 Misconceptions of bond outcomes (thought that the new middle school was for Liberty Lake students only)
 King James single entry to Mission Ave
 Students are not just numbers; statistics are helpful, but consider the effect on students rather than simply balancing
enrollment numbers and socio-economic percentages
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Boundary review in workgroups and discussion

For the remainder of this meeting the committee worked to incorporate the actionable input into other boundary working
scenarios. For each working scenario the committee reviewed the enrollment percentages of capacity for both Selkirk and
Greenacres, as well as their respective free/reduced lunch percentages in order to see how well each scenario followed the
guiding principles set by the CVSD Board of Directors. In addition, for each working scenario efficiency of bus routes and
impact upon the numbers of special education student and programs at each school were discussed. None of these working
scenarios were presented during this meeting for vote to become Proposal #2.
This committee will break for summer and return in the fall for committee meetings on September 12th and 19th with a
second Community Forum scheduled for September 26th at Evergreen MS to review a yet-to-be-determined MS Boundary
Scenario #2.

Adjourn: 8:07 PM
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